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Abstract—Software developers have largely relied on pull requests as a mechanism of collaboration in their projects. Researchers have collected and analyzed pull request data in different ways for different reasons. In particular, we have qualitatively analyzed pull request conversation data to understand the main reasons for pull request rejection from a developer’s perspective. In this paper, we report results from ongoing research on identifying and categorizing pull request rejection factors. Two software developers, co-authors of this paper, manually analyzed 605 rejected PRs from Hexo and ESLint. We found that the most frequent reasons for PR rejection may vary depending on the project size and popularity. Still, some common rejection factors include implementing unnecessary functionality, conflicting PRs, agreement to make PR reattempts, and inactivity. Code quality issues are not among the most frequent reasons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pull-based development model has changed the way developers make contributions to software projects worldwide. Platforms like GitHub and GitLab typically offer additional support for collaboration around pull requests (PRs) on top of Git. Besides being popular in the software industry, researchers have also found scientific evidence of benefits that the pull request model offers. These benefits include a more efficient code review process, decreased time to incorporate changes, and increased opportunity for community engagement [1].

Recently, researchers have analyzed pull request data, especially from open-source projects, in several different ways and for different purposes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. However, only a few of them have analyzed a limited number of pull request conversations to fully understand PR rejection reasons in a qualitative fashion from a developer’s perspective. For instance, in [1], the authors manually analyzed 350 PRs to identify and classify rejection reasons, whereas in [8] Steinmacher et al., with similar purposes, manually analyzed 263 PRs among other collected data. In [9], the authors also qualitatively analyzed 231 rejected PRs from one open-source project and proposed guidelines for open-source contributors.

In this work, we have qualitatively analyzed pull request conversation data to understand the main reasons for pull request rejection from a developer’s perspective. We intend to complement existing research by iterating over a systematic process of manually analyzing and classifying rejected PRs by rejection reasons. We also planned to cover two different projects of diverse sizes and popularity, involving a number of PRs that have never been investigated by following such a qualitative approach. For this work, we analyzed two open-source projects: Hexo and ESLint. Our investigation involved 605 rejected PRs manually analyzed and classified by two separate developers and co-authors of this paper. The research questions we set for this work are:

RQ1: What are the most frequent reasons why pull requests get rejected in open source projects?
RQ2: Are there significant differences in pull request rejection reasons in projects of different sizes and popularity?
RQ3: Are code quality issues the most driving factor for rejecting pull requests in open source projects?

II. STUDY SETTINGS

The two open-source projects we analyzed are ESLint and Hexo. ESLint is a static code analysis tool that helps identify problems in JavaScript code, whereas Hexo is a blog writing framework. We selected these two projects because they target different users in separate domains, have different sizes and popularity, and have a significant PR activity to be analyzed.

With over 8k issues and nearly 6k PRs in total, ESLint is a very popular plugin that attracts many developers willing to contribute. It has 17.8k stars and 3.2k forks on GitHub. ESLint also has an extremely high download rate, with its peak average weekly downloads setting at over 15 million in 2020 and totaling over 1.3 billion download counts overall. Hexo is less popular than ESLint but still highly used and active in terms of contributions, with about 3.5k issues and almost 1k pull requests in total. In terms of usage, it has 32k stars and 4k forks on GitHub. Hexo also set its peak weekly download at nearly 20k in 2018 with a total download count of over 2 million. All these numbers for both projects were checked on Jan 2021.

We manually analyzed a total of 605 rejected pull requests\(^1\) (155 from Hexo and 450 from ESLint). The 155 PRs from Hexo represent all the rejected PRs in that project at the time we set to perform the study. The 450 PRs from ESLint

\(^1\)Our dataset is publicly available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4499541
represent the most recent 450 rejected PRs in that project at the time we gathered data for this work. For analyzing and classifying the rejection reasons, we followed a systematic coding process similar to [9] and [1]. We started with the rejection categories provided in [9]. Divided into multiple analysis sessions, two co-authors of this paper read through all the 605 PRs separately. During each session, they individually classified each PR based on the categories from [9]. Besides, they created their own labels and categories as they saw fit. In between individual sessions, they scheduled synchronization meetings to compare their analysis results, debating over different classifications they had, and coming to a consensus. Also, they discussed potential changes on the set of rejection categories and specific reasons in each category, thus iteratively updating the model provided by [9].

Regarding the possibility of having multiple reasons for rejecting a PR, the analysts always tried to identify the most relevant cause of the PR rejection (even if it potentially had other reasons). Generally, the rejection reason is usually aligned with the most recent messages in the PR conversation. Only a minimal number of PRs had more than one reason for rejection in the classification. For the final set of rejection reasons organized by category, see the following list.

- Author Issues [A]
  - Author unable to fix: Author unable to fix the issue that was found or gives up
  - Closed accidentally: Author unfamiliar with PRs and code review process, closes the PR accidentally and creates a new one
  - Closed by author: Author closed the PR without a discernible reason
  - Closed due to inactivity: Author abandoned the PR for a long period
  - Ego issues: Author or reviewer was generally hostile or hard to work with
  - No description: Reviewer closed without giving a reason
  - Not in English: The PR discussion or description was not in English

- Code Issue [CODE]
  - Bad code formatting: The code formatting was not up to industry or company standards
  - Bad coding practice: The PR did not follow proper coding conventions
  - Hard to read: The pull request description or code was difficult to understand
  - Insufficient testing: Feature or changes added did not include sufficient tests, which are required for the PR to be accepted according to the open-source project
  - Ego issues: Author or reviewer was generally hostile or hard to work with
  - Wrong logic: The author did not understand the existing code correctly, thus proposing wrong changes

- Unnecessary Issue [UNEC]
  - Functionality already exists: Functionality already exists as author tried to add similar functionality unknowingly
  - Issue not reproducible: The issues is not a real issue, author misunderstood the code base as wrong while it is working as intended
  - Lack of team consensus: Team maintaining project could not come to an agreement of accepting the change or is against the change
  - Minor change: The change was too insignificant to be accepted
  - Unnecessary functionality: Additional functionality that isn’t something the maintaining team feel would fit with the project
  - Unnecessary refactoring: Changes in the code base that isn’t significant enough for the team maintaining the project to think its essential
  - Wrong code location: PR changes are put in the wrong branch or repository of the project

- Side Effect Issue [SE]
  - Breaks compatibility: The PR is a breaking change for some/all use cases
  - Fails tests: Build failed due to failing tests
  - Performance issues: The changes caused a notable decrease in performance
  - Unintended side effects: The changes caused undesirable functionality elsewhere

- Version Control Issue [VC]
  - PR reattempt: Author has readdressed (or will readdress) changes in a new PR.
  - PR conflict: PR is a duplicate of another change by a different author
  - PR outdated: Issue regarding the PR changes were already closed/ixed, new changes to the code base makes the PR change unnecessary
  - PR too large: Changes for the PR are too large, so reviewers suggest to break it up into multiple PRs

III. RESULTS

A. RQ1: What are the most frequent reasons why PRs get rejected?

For answering this research question, we decided to disregard the reason “closed by author” because it does not represent a PR rejected by reviewers. Several reasons may lead an author to close a PR, including the author’s impetus for not working on the PR anymore. Also, in most of them, the authors do not even post a justification for closing.

Figure 1 summarizes the distribution of PR rejection reasons from Hexo. The brackets represent the rejection categories listed in the previous section. The green bars represent each of the five rejection categories’ tallies, and the blue bars represent rejection reasons marked with tags representing the categories to which they belong.

The top five reasons include “Reattempt”, “Closed due to inactivity”, “Unnecessary functionality”, “Wrong code location”, and “No description”. Since Hexo has several first-time contributors, the top reasons for rejection are issues that newer contributors would likely encounter.

The “Reattempt” reason was classified when the PR author created (or agreed to create) another PR to tackle the same issues in a way that improves the original PR contents. It turns out that an overwhelming amount of PRs is reattempted in Hexo. Also, PRs in this project were often “Closed due to inactivity”, perhaps because new contributors lose interest quickly or realize the complexity of the changes, even when they get feedback and support from reviewers. Reviewers also considered several PRs with “Unnecessary functionality”. The high frequency of “Wrong code location” in this repository
was because Hexo has many plugins available that extend its functionality. The core maintainers often felt that certain features belonged in one of the plugin repositories rather than the main Hexo repository. Reviewers closed a surprisingly high number of PRs in this project since they had “No description”. From our observations, this was usually a result of inexperienced GitHub users creating PRs that did not follow basic contribution guidelines, such as including a description. Finally, looking at the rejection categories, apart from PR Reattempts, two out of the top five reasons were under the “Unnecessary Issue” category and another two under the “Author Issue” category. Side Effect and Code Issues did not bubble to the top as frequent reasons compared to others.

One unique aspect of ESLint is its large and active maintaining team. This is necessary for an open-source project of that size. Due to its scale and popularity, they receive a high volume of PRs. As a result, they only accept PRs that strictly adhere to their vision, shown by the number of PRs rejected due to a “Lack of team consensus” and “Unnecessary functionality”. Another result of the project’s size was keeping consistent formatting, structuring, and practices across the project. Due to these guidelines’ strictness, a significant number of PRs were rejected because of “Unnecessary refactoring”. Because of its popularity, ESLint often had conflicting PRs that dealt with the same issues, leading to many contributions being rejected due to “PR conflict”. The popularity also played a role in rejected PRs labeled “PR outdated” because the codebase is continually changing, and the authors have trouble keeping up with the current state of the codebase in the context of their contributions. Finally, looking at the rejection categories, we observe a significant concentration on rejections under the “Unnecessary Issue” category.

B. RQ2: Are there significant differences in PR rejection reasons in projects with different sizes and popularity?

As noted, the size, scale, and popularity of these two projects change significantly. As a result, we observed that most of their differences in PR rejection reasons stem from their distinct project size, popularity, and consequent level of organization and strictness for managing PRs.

When comparing Hexo and ESLint, we noticed that the only common reason among their top five reasons was “Unnecessary functionality”. It is also consistent with other works in this area, such as [1] [9] that pointed this reason as a reasonably common one over the open-source projects they analyzed. Because of the volume of PRs in ESLint, the core development team could not review and merge every PR, even when the PR could improve the project. Hexo team, on the other hand, were able to review more PRs that helped authors adapt their change-set to the project expectations. As a result, “Lack of team consensus” was a reason that only arose in ESLint. In general, perhaps due to a lower number of PRs pending reviews, Hexo was more likely to guide authors in improving the PRs, leading some PRs to be reattempted. That is probably why “PR Reattempt” rose to the top in Hexo, whereas it stayed middle-ranked in ESLint.

Comparatively, ESLint had more “PR Conflicts”, though. This might be due to a much higher contribution activity in ESLint in contrast with a limited number of review resources, which leads to a higher frequency of conflicting contributions being proposed relatively in parallel.

Some reasons we only identified in either one of the projects. For instance, only Hexo had PRs “Not in English”. While only in ESLint we found “Lack of team consensus”, “Breaks compatibility”, and “Issues not reproducible”. ESLint guidelines for contributions seem clearer, which is probably why we did not see contributions in a spoken language not supported by the project. Also, as we noted in section III-A, “Lack of team consensus” as the top reason in ESLint and...
not present in Hexo is probably because in ESLint, a much larger project with many more PRs, the core maintainers had to follow their internal review policies strictly, which led several PRs being rejected in that project.

Comparing the most frequent categories in both projects, “Unnecessary Issue” (UNECD), as a category of different rejection factors, is a common area, with “Unnecessary functionality” being the most common reason across the two projects, as already discussed in this section. In general, for both projects, “Version Control Issues” (VC) and “Author Issues” (A) tend to be more frequent as categories compared to “Side Effect Issues” (SE) and “Code Issues” (CODE).

C. RQ3: Are code quality issues the most driving factor for rejecting PRs?

This question has been also explored in other works [10] [7]. Many might think that it is reasonable to have a high number of pull requests being rejected due to code quality issues (see our CODE category on Section II). However, if we consider results from [10] and [7] this is not necessarily true. Some results in the literature are not consensual. In [7], they found that code quality flaws measured by the PMD tool turned out not to affect the acceptance of a PR. However, in [10], they found that code quality issues are vital for rejecting PRs. Therefore, we set out to analyze this question as well, but with qualitative data as we have described in this paper.

Looking at our rejection reasons distributions for both projects, we observe that none of the CODE reasons rose to the top. The highest-ranked CODE reason was “Wrong Logic” in ESLint, taking the ninth position in that ranking. In general, CODE-related reasons take low to medium spots in the distribution of rejection reasons, which is consistent with [9] and [7] results.

Note on threats to validity: This study is limited by the manual analysis of two co-authors of this work. We mitigated researchers’ implicit biases by defining a systematic process described in Section II that includes a calibration step with a small number of PRs and discussion rounds for consensus-based conflict resolution. All PRs were analyzed twice by two different human classifiers.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is not new that software development is strongly reliant on human collaboration. The pull request mechanism has shaped how many software teams and projects around the world have evolved their codebase. It has been particularly relevant to how global communities have maintained open-source software. Researchers have leveraged the abundance of pull request data to learn how PRs are reviewed and then provide scientific evidence on current practices’ benefits and discover new information from open data.

We set out to qualitatively analyze and classify rejected PRs in two open-source projects with different sizes and popularity. Out of the 605 manually analyzed PRs, we provided evidence that PR rejection reasons may differ significantly depending on the project size and popularity. These factors may impact how organized the contribution guidelines are and how strict the maintainers apply a rigorous reviewing approach. Across both projects, the most frequent reason why PRs got rejected was “Unnecessary functionality”. Also, “PR Conflict”, “Closed due to inactivity”, and “PR Reattempt” took medium to high positions in both rankings. Finally, we also found evidence that code quality issues are not among the main reasons for rejecting PRs in both projects. Although with different methodologies, datasets, and research questions, our work has been somewhat consistent with results reported in [1] [8] [9] [7]. With this work, we have complemented the literature by providing additional and complementary evidence using a qualitative method over an amount of PRs that have never been manually analyzed to date.

Still, this work is a continuing attempt toward building more knowledge on PR rejection reasons by applying qualitative research methods. Such an effort can ultimately lead to practical guidelines for globally distributed contributors in open-source projects. Also, tool builders may use this research to help them build tools to support a more efficient pull request process. Our future work involves expanding the analysis to more projects and looking at additional factors (e.g., reviewer history of acceptances and rejections, and social aspects).
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